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1 Jacksons Creek Way, Gisborne

Trump your neighbours – Fit for a president. On half an
acre (approx.)
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Starting with the grand entry hall and home office, the downstairs living zone enjoys
welcoming living spaces.
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The formal lounge / dining area is complimented by plush carpets, gas log fire and
quality window furnishings.

Agent Details

The overwhelming sense of grandeur is instant. Here is your chance to secure ‘the
White House’ and be the envy of many.

From here, the country styled Blackwood kitchen offers quality stainless appliances including double oven and loads of storage.
A separate family dining area leads into the light filled rumpus; which flows into the
incredible outdoor living zone.
Well designed, and protected from the elements - this area will beckon you to spend
more time outdoors enjoying this wonderful space. The outdoor kitchen is certainly
a sight to behold!
Upstairs, the five generously proportioned bedrooms enjoy luxuriously soft carpets,
quality window furnishings, built in robes and delightful outlooks.
Whilst renovating, the owners have thought of everything, including his & hers
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Bonus inclusions such as zoned gas ducted heating and refrigerated cooling,
additional space heaters, vege garden, undercover clothes line and alarm complete
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